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Editorial on the Research Topic

Emotionally intelligent leadership in medicine

Introduction

Emotional intelligence (EI) is a Research Topic of increasing interest over the past

couple of decades due to growing evidence that EI can be learned and is a key component

of quality leadership (Boyatzis and McKee, 2005). For example, we have known for some

time that EI competencies improve performance and work organizational outcomes (Sy

et al., 2006; Boyatzis, 2018) and we know that these ideas are generalizable across the

world culturally (Emmerling and Boyatzis, 2012; Meisler and Vigoda-Gadot, 2014) and

disciplines (McCallin and Bamford, 2007; Boyatzis et al., 2017). While there is growing

interest in medicine, there remains limited evidence on individual and organizational

outcomes. The authors believe that the lack of progress in medicine can be attributed

to a bias around the concept of EI within the medical community. We can point to

numerous examples of physicians clinicians misunderstanding the social science of EI

as “too touchy feely” for medical practitioners. Thus, for a community that is heavily

rooted in hard sciences and known for their concreate thinking, it can be difficult to wrap

their minds around something that feels ambiguous or abstract. To illustrate this point,

we share that our work has often used EI as a “covertcurriculum,” hiding the underlying

EI framework from the titles. Additionally, we have been advised to remove EI from

our work to make it stronger or less likely to be dismissed (Quinn and White, 2019;

Boyatzis and Feddeck, unpublished1). With these things in mind, we sought to continue

to normalize and advance the use of EI within medicine and medical education through

an article series entitled “Emotionally Intelligent Leadership in Medicine.” The hope was

to bring the Research Topic to the forefront in themedical community to further advance

EI in medicine.

This Research Topic of articles explores emotional and social competencies through

a variety of frameworks, with a focus on a mixture of roles within different contexts and

environments. From undergraduate medical education (UME), professional practice,

1 Boyatzis, R. E., and Feddeck, M. V. (unpublished). Why Healthcare Needs Coaching with

Compassion to Increase Emotional Intelligence at Four Levels. Cleveland, OH: Case Western Reserve

University.
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surgery training and nursing, competencies are explored

with outcomes related to leadership development, emotional

resiliency, and behavioral change.

Finding an emotional intelligence
baseline in medicine

Petrides et al. found surgeons were equal in EI scores across

surgical specialties, not finding a difference between specialties

as previously hypothesized. Additionally, they found scores from

surgeons to be higher than only one of their comparison groups,

while exhibiting lower scores than the remaining four groups

(executives, senior managers, salespeople, and nurses). Also

of interest are the two areas that surgeons may need direct

intervention; job satisfaction and job performance both of which

are connected to wellbeing. Knowing that EI can be taught or

remediated indicates this group could benefit from coaching

or training in this space. “Coaching has the power to lead

physicians and nurses to excellence (Deiorio et al., 2016) and

is instrumental in reducing physician burnout (Dyrbye et al.,

2019)” (as cited in Boyatzis and Feddeck, unpublished). We

have noted previously that EI is critical to the development

of physician and leadership identity in Medicine (Quinn and

Perelli, 2016; Quinn and Cola, 2020).

Pelfrey et al. recognized the importance of coaching in

accelerating the emotional and social development of women

leaders in medicine. Through their leadership program, they

were able to help women leaders in the following areas:

communication skills, self-efficacy, networking, relationship

capacity, situational awareness, and visioning, each of which are

components of EI. Development of these individuals has led to

advocacy and visibility, both of which are necessary to reduce

the under-representation of women in academic leadership

positions. Additional quantitative research from this group is in

the works around the sustainability of EI competencies including

self-efficacy. It is hoped that our series of articles here provided

a launching point for even more work in EI competencies for

medical professionals.

To establish additional baseline information, Pérez-Díaz

et al. evaluated the trait EI construct across populations

and sociodemographic variables. Their investigation established

cross-cultural stability and validity, and Jiang et al. found

EI plays a role in a nurse’s ability to take advantage of

resources, impacts job climate, and EI improved nurses’

engagement scores.

Emotional and social competencies

Grunberg et al. approached the Research Topic from a

theoretical perspective, with a focus on social comparison theory

and field theory as the basis for developing effective healthcare

leaders through their own awareness; as well as regulation of

their own and others’ behaviors, cognitions, motivations, and

emotions to become emotionally intelligent healthcare leaders.

Fernández-Rodríguez et al. and White et al. took an

educational intervention approach to emotional and social

competencies to improve empathy and emotional intelligence

in medical students. Declining empathy in medical education

has been of interest for a decade and Fernández-Rodríguez et al.

brought forth a potential solution with their longitudinal study

about medical semiotics training, which had a positive effect

on empathy, moving this competency in the right direction.

White et al. also sought to improve emotional intelligence

through an educational intervention for their military medical

students. Their research team found success in using a realistic

surgical training course including mass-casualty scenarios to

build students’ hardiness and emotional intelligence.

Suggestions and plans for future
research

Petrides et al. further surfaced a need for longitudinal

data in the space of medical training; this would be a

great next step. Current literature demonstrates a decrease

in empathy throughout medical education training (Neumann

et al., 2011). Empathy is a component of EI, therefore, we

can hypothesize that EI in the area of empathy decreases

over time. There is evidence to show that surgeons score

highly on scales like self-regard, stress tolerance, and optimism,

while scoring less high on empathy, social responsibility,

and impulse control (Stanton et al., 2011). Additionally, our

contributors have shown that empathy and EI can be improved

through educational interventions and coaching. Therefore,

a large multi-center study looking at building emotional

intelligence in medical leaders through coaching and education

may be the next big step. More specifically, we would want

to use coaching with compassion for building emotionally

intelligent medical leaders and organizations (Boyatzis et al.,

2019).

Finally, incorporating EI in Medicine is more critical

than ever following increased rates of burnout and decreased

performance post the COVID-19 pandemic. We are privileged

and fortunate to be on the leading edge of providing a

space where the intersections of medicine, management, and

coaching can come together to improve leadership, training,

education, performance, and outcomes in the practice of

Medicine globally.
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